
 

Terms and Conditions for Purchase of Items on this Site. 

Prices 

Please note that prices are subject to change without notice, by Third Wheel Trailers Inc. 

Note also that the advertised price can vary, especially if it’s an international transaction. 

Exchange rates, cross border fees, international transaction fees, exchange fees and so on are not 

within our control, and the exchange fluctuation at the time of your payment when processed, 

cannot be 100% guaranteed as the amount quoted and that the amount that shows on your 

statement will match exactly. 

Each US or International shipment has duty and border crossing fees, which are imposed by the 

border and customs agencies, and have nothing to do with the pricing here at Third Wheel 

Trailers. We can also accept electronic transfer of funds, bank drafts and even cheques. Cheques 

however must be paid in full about 6-10 prior to shipping, to ensure they’ve cleared all banking 

channels. 

Note: $500 is not refundable if an order is cancelled due to no fault of Third Wheel Trailers Inc! 

Also, shipping fees are not refundable on returned items. These charges are paid out already and 

we cannot get them back 

Our Factory Pickup 

All merchandise and Trailers are available for pickup at our fabrication facility located at 47154 

Talbot Line, St Thomas Ontario. 

Please call to make an appointment fir pickup and/or installation 

Delivery/Shipping 

A Trailer can be delivered to your door, place of business or dealer nearest you. However, the 

most cost-effective means to ship is a trucking terminal near you, and you pick it up from this 

point. Note though, residential shipments have a higher shipping premium due to access 

restrictions, and sometimes the shipment has to be placed on a smaller truck in order to get into 

the residential place of delivery. 

Airport or Seaport Delivery 

Air or Sea freight to major city airports only. Any price quoted is for airport delivery unless 

otherwise stated and does not include any cost involve in clearing Customs. Examples on 

Customs charges are best to our knowledge to be accurate and proven. To find out more, please 

quote Tariff code: 8716.80.5020 to your customs agent for future information. 

The consignee should receive a call from the Shipping company or Airlines on arrival. 

Alternatively, the consignee can call them, as they will have the information from their track and 

trace. (Way Bill) Consignee will be asked to clear customs for which they will be required to 

present to the customs office the freight documents that will be received from the carrying 

Airline. Customs will process and charge a small fee. You will then be able to collect your 

trailer. 

 



Procedure on Arrival 

All shipments go as follows. When the Trailer arrives to a terminal near you, they will then call 

you to arrange the delivery, and make sure someone is there (more so if residential) to receive 

the shipment. When it arrives via Transport Truck, simple check the package to make sure no 

damage has taken place in the process of the trip, ONLY THEN sign the drivers paper work and 

you’re on your way. 

Color matching 

We do our best to match the color/s on your bike if you desire, if and when the exact paint is 

available.  However, we are cannot guarantee a complete and perfect match due to sun fade, 

paint variation and/or painting condition variations or unknown applications to us with a lot of 

the new paints now a days.  Also, charges for candy and pearls, or Tri-stage paints get a bit more 

costly, but of course because they look so amazing, they do cost more.  

Warranty 

All Trailers have a full warranty for 12 months unlimited miles for materials and workmanship. 

We do not guarantee the fitness for use with any bike nor do we guarantee that every bike is 

compatible with our trailer. We do our very best to offer a fantastic product and offer hitches for 

bikes that we believe to be compatible with the Third Wheel Trailer. 

Terms and Conditions for Use of this site. 

Please read the terms and conditions of use carefully before using this site. By using this site, 

you agree to the terms of use. If you do not agree to the terms of use, you may not use the site. 

We reserve the right, at our discretion, to change, modify, add, or remove portions of the terms at 

any time. Prices and information are also subject to change at any time. Alterations of the site in 

no way affect the terms themselves. Please check the terms periodically for changes. Your 

continued use of the site following the posting of changes to the terms will mean you accept 

those changes. 

Restrictions on Use 

This site is owned and operated by Third Wheel Trailers Inc. No material from any web site 

owned, operated, licensed, or controlled by Third Wheel Trailers Inc. may be copied, 

reproduced, republished, posted, transmitted, or distributed in any way, except that you may 

download one copy of the materials on any single computer for your personal, non-commercial 

use only. By doing so, you agree to keep intact all copyright, trademark and other proprietary 

notices. Modification of the materials or use of the materials for any other purpose is a violation 

of Third Wheel Trailers Inc, intellectual property rights. For purposes of these terms, the use of 

any such material on any other web site or electronic network medium is prohibited. All 

trademarks, service marks, and trade names are property of Third Wheel Trailers Inc. 

In the event you download anything from the site, the software, including any files, images, or 

data accompanying the software (collectively, the “software”) are licensed to you by Third 

Wheel Trailers Inc. for the limited use described in the preceding paragraph transfers no right, 

title or interest to the software to you. Third Wheel Trailers Inc. retains full and complete title to 

the software, and all intellectual property rights therein. 



Termination 

The terms and conditions are effective until terminated by either party. You may terminate this 

agreement at any time by destroying all software or other intellectual property obtained from any 

Third Wheel Trailers Inc. site and all copies and installations thereof. The terms and conditions 

may terminate immediately without notice from Third Wheel Trailers, Inc. if Third Wheel 

Trailers Inc sole discretion you fail to comply in any way therewith. Should you choose to 

terminate, you must destroy all software and other intellectual property obtained from Third 

Wheel Trailers Inc. site and any copies thereof. 

Disclaimer 

This site is provided “as is” and without warranties of any kind either express or implied. To the 

fullest extent permissible pursuant to applicable law Third Wheel Trailers Inc. disclaims all 

warranties, express or implied, including, but not limited to, implied warranties of 

merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. In no way does Third Wheel Trailers Inc. 

warrant the site or its operation will be error-free or uninterrupted. In no way does Third Wheel 

Trailers, Inc. warrant that defects will be corrected, or that the site is free from viruses and the 

like. In no way does Third Wheel Trailers Inc. warrant use of the site in terms of accuracy, 

reliability, or otherwise. You assume the entire cost of all necessary repairs. 

Limitation of Liability 

Under no circumstances shall Third Wheel Trailers Inc. be liable for any special or consequential 

damages that may occur during the use of, or the inability to use, this site, even if Third Wheel 

Trailers Inc. or an agent of Third Wheel Trailers Inc. has been advised of the possibility of such 

damages. Local jurisdictions may prohibit the limitation of certain types of liability; therefore, 

this section may not apply to you. In any event, Third Wheel Trailers Inc.’s total tort or contract 

liability to you for all damages, losses, and causes of action will not exceed the amount paid by 

you for accessing this site. 
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